Report on my Grampus funded visit to Sultanhisar, Turkey by Sara Trillo
In this report I am setting out observations I made following
the visit to Sultanhisar by Christopher Trillo and myself, my notes from
interviewing students, and a brief summary.
Contents of the course
The UK students spent four weeks in Sultanhisar Public Education Centre
learning a variety of skills and techniques relating to traditional Turkish arts
and crafts. Sultanhisar is a small town about an hour and a half inland from
Izmir. It has a range of shops, a station, and regular bus service to larger towns
and cities. On the hillside at the top of the town are the spectacular ancient
ruins at Nysa.
The Public Education Centre is centrally located in the town and the taught
sessions took place across two classrooms/studios although the hall was also
used for folk dance rehearsals, and for the final exhibition and dancing
performance. The students were guided throughout by the director, Halil
Bagrık, and Gülhan Küçük, who also acted as translator (Gülhan’s English is
excellent). The students had a tutor for each of the processes they learnt.
The techniques covered on the course are illustrated below and include paper
marbling/wire breaking/chain stitch embroidery/soap and plaster
casting/felting as embroidery, jewellery, and for bags/painting and applying
transfers to wooden trays. The students also learnt traditional Turkish folk
dances which they performed to an audience on the last day of the course.
Christopher and I arrived during the last week of the course, so most of the
different workshops had taken place by this point. However, I joined the
students on their felting workshop, and was also given a chance to explore
ebru, so I am outlining these sessions to give a flavour of the course.
The Public Education Centre, Sultanhisar

Felting
I had a go at felting on my first day at Sultanhisar. We were initially making felt
balls for jewellery purposes. We were shown how to pull pieces of felt, roll
them in soapy water and use the palms of our hands to rub them into spheres
and in doing so get rid of the residual soap. We then put our felted balls to one
side to dry for the next day, when the students attached chain and ear fixings
to transform them into earrings and necklaces.

Next we were taught how to needle felt: by manipulating a small piece of
felted wool into a shape, and by piercing it with a felting needle which went
through the textile to a mat below, raised felted designs could be made. We
were encouraged to choose one of several flowery designs (which were taken
from traditional motifs), to trace this onto fabric, and then to felt it. I tried to
take the pattern elements from the design I had chosen and repeat this, but I
was dissatisfied with the start I made and turned it into a bird design of my
own instead. I found the felting quite satisfying to do: the choice of colours
were not ones which I would have chosen, but I enjoyed having the constraint
and working with that.

Ebru-marbling
Our hosts had asked the day before what I would like to experience, and I had
said paper marbling- ebru. I was surprised and delighted when I arrived at the
school next day to see that the tutor had set up trays for marbling.
The brushes for ebru are very beautiful-they are made out of dried rose stems,
which are flexible, with coarse horse hair attached, and traditionally each ebru
artist makes their own brush. They are used for dipping into marbling ink, then
excess ink is removed, and then the brush is held over the tank and with a
tapping motion on the hand, drops of colour are splattered onto the ox gall
solution in the tanks below. The ink spreads over this solution and a comb is
used to create feathered patterns in it. An awl, which is a long delicate metal
point on a wooden handle, is used to manipulate shapes further. Then a sheet
of paper is laid on top to lift off the ink design, with surplus liquid/ox gall
scraped off the side of the tray as it passes. The resultant marbled paper is
then left to dry.

I found this process utterly addictive and compelling. The tutor made it look
effortless-she created a beautiful tulip from the marbled shapes. The deputy of
the college also effortlessly made a lovely flower! My first efforts were
hopeless but gradually I was able to get a sense of how to manipulate the ink
and enjoyed making circles with colours radiating out of them. I can see why
Halil says this course normally takes three months: to gain any sense of
mastery of the technique and make the diverse marbled formations would
take a lot of time and patience. Equally I could see why the students would
have liked to have tried more of this- it was completely absorbing!

Outcomes
Practically, the number of new skills and techniques the students have learnt is
impressive. Most of these are textile based and are diverse forms of
embroidery: cross and chain stitch, wire breaking, felting. However, from
talking to the students, the paper marbling was undoubtedly the most popular
technique experienced. Other sessions centred on non-textile art formscasting soap and plaster reliefs from moulds, and painting and applying
transfers to trays. The students also learnt traditional Turkish folk dances at
their own request, and I admired the stamina of the girls and their dance
tutors learning these at the end of a long and hot day.

Embroidery

Wire cut embroidery- framed in trays

Soap moulds

Casting scented plaster moulds

At work in the studio

Turkish folk dancing rehearsal

The practical outcomes were all displayed and exhibited on the last Friday of
the course. Halil had invited an impressive array of local dignitaries, including
the deputy governor of the province, the town mayor, and the head of police,
and after the display of dancing we were treated to traditional Turkish
refreshments. The British students were excellent ambassadors for Grampus,
not only having performed their dance routine beautifully, but also in engaging
with the guests and sharing their enthusiasm for their visit.
The students perform Turkish dances, in traditional costume, to the local
dignitaries

The exhibition of work produced

As evidenced by the student feedback, the outcomes which have impacted on
them most have been cultural. All the students were overwhelmed by the care,

kindness and generosity of their host, and Christopher and I can only reinforce
this. Halil and Gülhan were outstanding. They went out of their way to make
sure that everyone had an amazing experience of Turkey. The students were
unanimous in finding Pumakkale as the most spectacular of the sites they
visited, although they had a wide range of trips including Kusadasi, Aphrodisia,
and the beautiful and impressive ruins local to Sultanhisar at Nysa. They also
sited the trips to the villages, where they were welcomed into the community,
and shown how to make bread; and where they shared the Ramadan feast, as
the most memorable aspect of their visit and something which would look
back on with huge affection. Being made to feel so welcome, and exposed to
such hospitality, is surely the most valued outcome of a visit to a new
destination.
Local newspaper stars!

Other things we saw in Sultanhisar
Drinking snow mixed with home made cherry juice- amazing and
delicious…The snow is brought from a snow cave in a mountain an hour
away. Sultanhisar is famed in Turkey for its cherries and strawberries

The beautiful ruins at Nysa, just outside Sultanhisar

The Friday market at Sultanhisar

Around Sultanhisar

Strawberry picking near Sultanhisar with journalists interviewing and filming
the students!

Our last night, in Nazilli, with Halil and Mrs Bagrık, Guülhan, Annya, Lauren C,
Valentina, Lauren W, Thain, Eleanor

Summary
Halil and Gülhan have been superb hosts: thoughtful, generous, and
accommodating. The students have had an amazing residency in Sultanhisar
and are very positive about their stay. Undoubtedly the cultural element was
the star factor for them although they all appreciate the skills they have learnt,
even if they would have preferred more time with some of the processes than
others. They have been welcomed into the local community and have really
valued this. In addition to my overwhelming respect for Halil and Gülhan in
organising such a rich and vibrant experience, I am also impressed by the
industry of the students and their camaraderie in embracing new experiences.
I would suggest that future British participants at Sultanhisar undertake
research prior to visiting. Some reading around local sites, traditions, and
pictorial motifs would help make the skills learned resonate more. It also
seems that marbling, felting, and wire stitching were the most popular
activities, so perhaps these could be expanded within the timetable. But other
than this I cannot fault the course. Even though we were not in Turkey for
long, Christopher and I were overwhelmed by the kindness and generosity of
our hosts. We hope this will be the first of many visits to Sultanhisar.

Student feedback
Lauren Cambridge
At University for the Creative Arts, Lauren makes mixed media work, combining drawings
and paintings with projections, photography, and collaging it together, sometimes stitching
over it. She focuses on an obvious image and uses geometrics to distort it. Because of this
abstract work, the Turkish experience has been quite different to her usual practice, with
very pictorial motifs such as the flower imagery which she does not usually put into her
work. But she has enjoyed the experience and there are techniques she will take back,
rather than actual designs. Paper marbling has been her favourite component of the course,
and that’s what attracted her to apply because she thought it would be a nice backdrop to
the collages/drawings she projects. She has also really enjoyed the wire breaking, and is
interested in taking that process further. As she does a lot of work with light, projecting
shadows, she thinks she could in future put wire in to the pieces and create shadows, to
exploit these possibilities.
Lauren would have liked more time paper marbling although she got outcomes she was
pleased with. She felt she made progress with the process: she wanted to make more
specific shapes with it but when the water moved it was hard to make sharp forms, so she
has created more wobbly shapes although she feels she can still work with these and
progress them.
Other highlights of the trip have been days out, experiencing a different culture, and seeing
in Turkish culture that people seem to be happy with what they have got: this has been
interesting to look into and to see how different it is from British culture. The Turkish use of
colour is interesting: when felting they were given bright pinks, oranges, yellows which are
not her usual colour palette so she had to improvise with these and learn how to
accommodate them into her ideas. She is pleased with her felted bag: when looking at
designs for this they were all flowers except one which was geometric, so she chose that
one, and as it was complicated to do in the time, she improvised and was able to tweak the
formula. She again chose a geometric motif for the wire breaking, which she would also do
again.
The visit has been a really worthwhile experience: in terms of the course it has not been
what she imagined, but exploring the culture has surpassed what she expected, and now
looking back on all work she has done can take something away from it, such as the
different methods and techniques rather than actual designs. In making work there has not
been as much freedom as she expected, Lauren had anticipated maybe doing some
embroidery and then doing own work, maybe doing some paintings with that embroidery.
The course has been very fast paced doing all the techniques, which have been done in a
short amount of allocated time, so it has been hard for the students to think about their
own practice. However now the course is over Lauren can look back at the work in the
exhibition and think she has learnt lots that she can apply to her future practice.
Lauren has suggested that in the UK students could have more information about how there
was a traditional approach to this course in order to prepare for it-more input from past
participants could have been useful. With advance knowledge, she would also have
researched designs, and had more of a notion of what she could adapt and subvert for her
own work. She saw what students had done in Cyprus and had that expectation in terms of
the studio in Turkey, but apart from that is really happy with the course. In terms of
hospitality been more than she expected and has exceeded her expectations. It has been a

whole culture shock and she has learnt lots of new skills, and had very generous hosts to
whom she is really grateful for being so welcoming and great. The trips were amazing: going
to Pamukkale, going to the village where they made bread and meeting villagers, having an
authentic insight into the village and not touristic one, along with other everyday activities
such as fruit picking, are all experiences that Lauren really appreciates and feels will impact
on her in the future.
Thainara Ferreira
Thain is studying in Swansea on a surface pattern course, specialising in interiors, which is
one of four pathways there. She does a lot of screen printing onto fabric and paper, digital
printing, dyeing on fabrics, some embroidery, digital embroidery, and has done a little
felting before. So the skills and techniques she has learnt at Sultanhisar connect more
overtly with her own practice than with the practice of those studying fine art in the UK.
Paper marbling has been her favourite component of the course, simply because all the
designs she did, she did with the intention of scanning them, putting them on photo shop,
and making patterns from them. Her favourite piece of work from the course is one of these
paper marbling outcomes: the colours, and the way she played around with it make her
result almost look like fruits, and the process of doing it was addictive. For Thain this is a
win-win situation: she has learnt a new technique and is definitely going to take that back
into her practice. She has enjoyed the felting, and wishes there had been more time for
doing this than the time they spent on embroidery, as she feels like she has gained more
from felting. The wire breaking was good too, and the concept of realising you can
embroider with other materials because normally you just think you are going to use
something soft. She found it was quite hard to manipulate and fiddly- the wire kept coming
off the needle-but the end result was good and she likes her tray. In fact, she liked
everything, but some things dragged more than others. The paper marbling was advertised
as the major component of the course, and Thain wishes they had gone into it more, and
been taught different ways of using it, with other different techniques, but is pleased with it
overall. She is really glad she came to Turkey: at Swansea they have been set a holiday task
to think about their major project for next year, which she had wanted to base on
architecture, florals and/or patterns. Coming to Turkey has helped her focus, looking at folk
traditions, their flora and their architecture and bringing that into her work, and it is all
really going to support her final project. She has visited mosques, and enjoyed all the tile
patterns on the inside -she used a design for her felting based on a tile she saw in Izmir, so
she will take everything back and is really thankful for the experience and for learning about
the Turkish culture. Living an authentic life has been one of the best aspects of the course,
like going to villages and seeing their everyday experience. She wonders if in future there
could be more advance communication about the planning of the course so that she could
have been more mentally ready for it, and could have done some research in advance.
Thain’s favourite trip was to Pumakkale, but they have been to so many places. Being in
Kusadasi, and by the beach was good; everywhere everyone has been so friendly, she keeps
returning to thinking about what good hosts and how welcoming the Turks all are.
Everywhere they have been, the students have felt they belonged. On the village trip they
were treated like family, and once when at a mosque, Thain read how the prophet
Muhammad talked about being the best host one could be was the most valuable thing to
be in life, and she has certainly found that the Turkish people have followed this
wholeheartedly.

Valentina Hernandez Villegas
At University for the Creative Arts Valentina has been making biro portraits, really intricate
drawings that she has then pulped into A4 sized pieces of paper with small particles of blue
ink still showing, and where you can see fragments of drawing in them close up. She has
been using a lot of paper, and manipulating it into different forms. The Turkish experience
has been very different to what she does, but having said that, she has enjoyed particular
things. She really liked felting, and tried doing it her own way (with very raised forms)-she
wanted to use the Turkish technique but add to her understanding of it by trying it her own
way. She liked the wire cutting technique as well, and thought that was really interesting.
The sewing and embroidery part of the course wasn’t really her thing but was still very
enjoyable. The culture side of the trip, however, has been fun and has made her so glad that
she took this opportunity. Valentina was supposed to go on the Cyprus trip but got put into
go to Turkey instead and is so glad she did because although it obviously doesn’t link closely
to what her practice is in England, it’s taught her a lot about techniques, and the cultural
side of Turkey and how the Turkish live: their way of life is something she will take back, and
having experienced it, feels it has been a very valuable experience. She is really glad as well
that she fasted for two days during Ramadan, more to prove that she could do it but also to
have a day of Turkish life, to experience what they were going through and to deal with the
hunger and not drinking water. The second time she did it and got to have the meal with
villagers at the end was really good: this was the day four of the British students had fasted
(Lauren Walker, Lauren Cambridge, Thainara Ferreira): when the bang went off indicating
they could eat, they just had this amazing feast with the whole village, which is one of her
best memories.
The course has definitely had a different structure to what Valetina was expecting, and it
could have been useful to have had a day to day meeting so you knew what to expect more
clearly. When she applied to do the course, Valentina didn’t know what to expect at all: she
knew there would be embroidery. Reading the description of the course it did say
something about pottery but this aspect was a bit of a let-down because they just witnessed
a potter doing it, and although when they asked, some of them were able to have a go, she
would really have liked a couple of days doing that, just to try something completely new
and different. Valentina feels that embroidery can get a bit tedious after a while- although
the end result is beautiful- because it is a really long process and not what she had
expected. Valentina immensely appreciates that Halil and Gülhan have done so much to
make the stay enjoyable: arriving in Turkey on the first day they sat down with the students
and asked what they wanted to do. They went out of their way so much, and tried to make
these things happen for the students and make life enjoyable, as well as constantly asking if
they were ok or required anything, and straight away if the students had an issue Halil dealt
with it. Valentina really hadn’t expected the hospitality, the generosity towards the
students, or just how humble and welcoming the Turkish people would be. So she thinks
much as she’ll take back what she has physically made, she is going to take back more what
she experienced and what she saw, and what she felt speaking to the villagers: even things
like trying to communicate with people, even when using google translate, sometimes she
couldn’t understand what someone was saying but she could understand from their facial
expression that they were indicating she was welcome there and she loves all that, as
something that she will keep forever. One of Valentina’s parting comments that she asked
to be translated to Halil was: “I don’t want to leave, tell them to adopt me!”

Eleanor Latham
Eleanor is doing a hand embroidery degree at the Royal College of Needlework, whereby
she does lots of different hand embroidery techniques and incorporates these into textile
art and fashion items. She has learnt new skills in Sultanhisar, although the work she has
done in Turkey is not a million miles from what she does in England. The wire cutting
embroidery is completely new to her and she is definitely going to incorporate it into her
future work. She is certain it could impact on future ideas, as will the needle felting because
although she has done a little bit of that before, she would now think about incorporating it
in to her work in different ways, maybe incorporate it as embroidery on top of other
processes. She would have liked more time for the felting, and also more time for paper
marbling, which could look like amazing applied to textiles.
Eleanor really enjoyed the trips, especially Pamukkale, Kusadasi, and the village visits. She
has been gathered lots of imagery for her work: she makes quite pictorial work, so the
Turkish sites/experiences/motifs will all be really useful for her to incorporate into ideas and
pieces, as will the paper-marbling. The Turkish colour orchestrations have also been
inspiring. If she had been told in more detail about what the students would be doing on the
course, she would have been more prepared coming out, and would have brought her own
embroidery kit and threads. She has felt a bit limited by the colour palette although the
colours offered reflect the Turkish taste and traditions.
Eleanor would definitely apply to do something like this trip again: she has a really positive
view of Turkey and would come again as she has really enjoyed it.
Annya Nash
At University for the Creative Arts Annya has been making work which questions the rituals
of faith and looks at potentially blasphemous ideas. She has most recently made soap
containing a crucifix and filmed the wearing away of this through the obsessive washing of
hands. She has also previously used embroidery in her work and made imagery with
shadows, so feels that she can in her future practice use the wire embroidery in her work,
along with ideas around culture and how strong the religious element pervading everyday
life is for many Turks. In addition to the wire breaking she also thinks she will incorporate
chain stitch and felting skills in her work.
In terms of her expectations for the course, there has been a lot more stitching than Annya
had anticipated. She had hoped there would be more pottery, but otherwise everything else
has been really good. Maybe it was from talking to students who had been to Cyprus that
she had more of an art school expectation of the experience but whereas the students in
Cyprus only learnt pottery as a new skill, here she has learnt lots of techniques, even if they
do not fit directly within the context of her own work. It has been so different and she
doesn’t think you can fault it other when they received the advance timetable there was
pottery every day but actually they only watched a demonstration with a few students
having a quick go. That was the one disappointing aspect of the course, as she had hoped to
do lots of pottery. She really enjoyed paper marbling but as she has done this before in
England it didn’t seem so new to her as a process.
The cultural aspect Annya enjoyed the most was seeing the villagers, seeing how different
their lives are, even from those people living in Sultanhisar which is not that big. In the
village there was nothing, but everyone was so close, and it was really nice to see that,
especially when they went for the Ramadan feast. It was great to experience the
togetherness of the community because you don’t often get that in England or how

welcoming the villagers were, teaching them how to make food, and sharing it. This was
definitely something she wasn’t expecting. The day to day living in Sultanhisar was good
apart from the heat and everyone was lovely: if there was an issue Halil and Gülhan were
always on it, and would always try and get something sorted out. For future students Annya
would say come with an open mind and no pre-formed expectations: if it’s the same
experience as this time, with trips and everything, future participants will have a great time.
It’s amazing! Pamukkale is Annya’s favourite site that they went to, and she is still in awe
from it, and wants to come back with her mum: she had never been to Turkey before but
definitely wants to return.
Lauren Walker
Lauren’s practice at University for the Creative Arts involves making canvases, whereby she
prints portraits of people, take their faces out and shine a light through like a shadow, so
that you only see the missing part of the person as shadow. She has been developing this
into doing coding with shadows, specifically the Morse code, so this is completely different
to what she has been doing in Turkey. In thinking about what she will take from Turkey, she
has really enjoyed the metal stitching: she likes the way the front of the stitch is a cross and
the other side is an arrow. She is going to use that in her work at home, enjoying the
ambiguity of how if you were unfamiliar with the stitch you wouldn’t know the other side is
just as nice, like a sort of code too. The fact that the stitching is on diaphanous fabric and
she has been working with shadows, could also make interesting connections in her work.
Lauren also wants to incorporate a lot of the cultural side of visiting Turkey into the work:
previously a lot of her work has been using anonymous, random people, so she wants to go
back and embed a cultural component in her pieces.
The course hasn’t been what Lauren expected: she imagined it would be like the accounts
she heard of the Cyprus trip and although she has done a lot of embroidery and learned a
lot, some things -like pottery- she didn’t really get to do. The students did two days of paper
marbling but she would have liked to have done more. Other than that, it’s been really good
going on the trips and stuff: for her, the cultural elements have been better than the course
structure. Lauren recognises that Cyprus is perhaps unique in having a British style art
school set up and maybe there is not the same culture of art schools in Turkey: the structure
of teaching they have experienced may be the usual way of incorporating art into syllabus
and the norm for them. Lauren has appreciated that they have learnt traditional skills: when
the students went to the market they recognised the towels embroidery/motifs they had
been working on. The wire stitching is Lauren’s favourite piece of work although she wishes
it hadn’t been cut off for positioning in the tray-but she really liked that process. She really
enjoyed paper marbling too, because you get a bit more freedom with it. For anyone
thinking of doing the course next year she would say definitely do it because you get to
learn so much about someone else’s culture that’s different to your own, and you don’t
even realise that until you get to Turkey. They have been taken to so many amazing places,
and the people are just so nice. They have seen lots of wonderful sites- Pamukkale was her
favourite and she just remembers walking along it and thinking it’s so crazy that we’re here,
that this exists, it’s so surreal. Lauren thinks it’s really good that the students got go to all
the places they visited, and if the four weeks had just been the course, it might be a bit
disappointing.
It has definitely whetted her appetite to come back to Turkey, and she would apply for
another project: overall it has been really beneficial.

